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LPCs in the spotlight– East Sussex 

East Sussex LPC covers the large coastal towns of Brighton, Hastings and Eastbourne with a 

predominantly rural inland. An area with 170 contactors the LPC Chief Officer is Vanessa Taylor with 

LPC Business Support Manager Penny Woodgate completing the team. 

The LPC, chaired by independent member Craig McEwan, has 15 members and meets every two 

months.  The LPC try to work as cost effectively as possible with most of the business dealt with at 

the main meeting – there are few subcommittees and any business is usually dealt with virtually. The 

LPC members work together well , each offering their individual expertise and experience to provide 

great support and representation to the contractors that they serve. 

An annual contractor survey feeds into the LPC strategy and business plan (which is on their 

website). Each LPC member is responsible for phone calls to a group of contractors to boost 

responses and talk through any issues. Vanessa and Penny know all their contractors well too, 

contractors will always take their calls and things just get sorted if there is a problem. 

Commissioning 

The LPC has achieved outstanding success with local authority commissioned services across the 

whole LPC area. A large number and wide variety of public health services are delivered by East 

Sussex contractors – all the services and the details of each can be found on the LPC website: 

http://www.eastsussexlpc.co.uk/local-authorities/ 

Building on the existing CCG commissioned services there are promising signs as GPs are turning 

more to pharmacy as they struggle to cope with pressures, says Vanessa, who has also developed a 

good working relationship with the CCG’s new Head of Medicines Management. 

Like other LPCs featured in the Spotlight series the key to success is relationships. East Sussex LPCs is 

another great example. The LPC members know their contractors and their needs. Vanessa too  

knows the people on her patch well, having been at the LPC for over 12 years and before that 

working in community pharmacy across East Sussex.  

Vanessa has known many of those in the local authorities for years and can just pick up the phone to 

get things done. The results speak for themselves.  
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Annual Conference 

East Sussex LPC works well with neighbouring LPCs – West Sussex, Surrey and Kent. For the last few 

years they have organised a joint South East LPCs conference for all the LPC members. With a line-up 

of both local and national speakers, the topics are just what the contractors want: Drug Tariff, IT, 

NHS regulations, funding, regularly feature.  

Leadership 

LPC Business Support Manager Penny was one of the twelve successful applicants for the first intake 

of PSNC’s Leadership Academy. Vanessa said the leadership programme was an enormous benefit to 

Penny, her self-confidence was transformed. Vanessa added that because of the Academy, Penny 

now works much more on her own initiative and not afraid to make decisions. 

Penny said “This was the best course I have ever attended and I really hope I will have the 

opportunity to interact with the new cohort and continue networking with those colleagues on my 

training course”. 

Lobbying 

Another relationship which East Sussex LPC has nurtured is that with the local MPs. Organised by 

Penny, recent MP visits to pharmacies in the area are well documented on the LPC website: 

http://www.eastsussexlpc.co.uk/latest-news/mp-visits-to-community-pharmacies-in-east-sussex/ 

It can be difficult and it can be time consuming but the work has been rewarded by East Sussex MPs 

speaking up for community pharmacy in parliament and in the national media. 

All change… 

In March 2018 Vanessa, together with West Sussex and Surrey Chief Officer Martin Mandelbaum 

retire. A change in structure is well underway and while the LPCs will remain there will be one new 

Chief Officer across all three LPCs with a supporting team to provide a consistent and cost effective 

service to all the contractors. The new overarching team will share an office with Surrey and Sussex 

LMCs. It’s not been an easy journey; the difficulty in getting three LPCs to work in this way should 

not be underestimated says Vanessa, it’s taken a long time but they are now ready for the change. 

And finally 

When asked the secret of the LPCs success without hesitation Vanessa said get to know your 

contractors, always deliver on your promises to them, provide useful information, don’t waste their 

time with waffle and irrelevant stuff, understand and empathise with their concerns. The result is a 

strong bond between the LPC and their contractors –  if it’s the LPC calling they know it’s important 

and will always spare the time to take the call.  

That doesn’t come easily, but it sounds like East Sussex LPC has achieved it. 

To find out more about East Sussex LPC visit their website:  http://www.eastsussexlpc.co.uk/ 

For more information about the LPCs in the Spotlight series, contact mike.king@psnc.org.uk 
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